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About the Cover
Women of color have taken an active part in American wars since
the Revolution. William Wells Brown gives the following description in
Negroes in the American Revolution:
When the murders returned ... they found a young
and beautiful mulatto woman searching among the dead
for the body of her husband .. .He was not dead , but both
legs were broken. The wife had succeeded in getting him
out from among the piles of dead and was bathing his
face and giving him water.. . .At that moment she was
seen by the murderous band, and the cry was at once
raised, "Kill the wench, kill her!" The next moment the
sharp crack of a musket was heard, and the angel of mercy
fell, a corpse, on the body of her wounded husband, who
was soon after knocked in the head by the butt end of the
same weapon ... "
During the Civil War, women of color promoted the Union cause
in a variety of ways. Suzie King Taylor, wife of Sgt. Edward King, served
the 33rd United Slates Colored Troops as a nurse and educator; and Harriet
Tubman was a nurse and Union spy who received an army pension for her
services. Our cover depicts the April 12, 1846 massacre at Fort Pillow. A
Union post on the banks of the Mississippi River at Memphis, Tennessee,
Fort Pillow was strategically located on a bluff, giving the Union control
over the waterway. The women at For Pillow may have been wives of
soldiers, laundresses, nurses, and "contraband" -- former slaves, liberated by
the Emancipation Proclamation.
History will remember the slaughter at Fort Pillow, where men,
women, and children were mercilessly killed, most of them burned to death
or buried alive. Confederate soldiers used the massacre to send a message to
Blacks who had the audacity to battle their former owners, and to the Whites
who let them do so.
The anonymous fighting women illustrated on our cover have
much in common with women of today, displaying strength and courage
against an almost overwhelming aggressor.

Dale Rich

ancestor
my bloodline is there on the shelf
where fetal pigs and pickled salamanders
throw glassy-eyed stares from gleaming quart jars,
where kindred spirits bobble up in aldehyde marinade.
blood is an inside river, red replica to ancient sea,
but the tide is swelling in my blue veins
and moon is a jellyfish caught on the cloud.
I was amphibian once, and small , hardly higher
than the song of a frog and like a frog I drifted
in a world no one could fathom
prune-shriveled pink, blind, my legs wound
tight as clock springs.
is every mother an ocean, every child tethered
like soundless submarines deep in the amber harbor?
blood is an inside river, running red to the age-old sea,
but the tide is swelling in my blue veins
and moon is a jellyfish caught on the cloud.

Teresa Tan

testimony
I believe the night is a dirty finger
smudging day and its white linen
with a single swipe. and every face
wears the stain of years past
like a watermark, indelible.
I have seen god in the alley,
churning paper cups and ash
in glad spiral dances.
I was forged by a spark
shed from heaven
and the winding stair of d.n.a.
my body bears the ember
of an ancient star imploded
and to this day I am stroked
by scattered relics of the sun.
I could be kindred to the comet
and the asteroid. a terrestrial
granddaughter to the rings of satum.

Teresa Tan
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Hey Grandma
Hey Grandma I
Hey Grandma, remember when you used to pull me onto your lap
and we would sing that song about remembering/
on the rocker.
We would sing and clap
'keep singing this song,' you said
and your heart will keep beating,
and if you always tell the truth
then you'll always be able to hear me,
in Wichita, Kansas.'
She sewed constellations into her dresses, and we turned years into shadows
and tears and blood, story after story coming into its whole'
rocking .
"How far away is Wichita, Grandma?"
"800 miles."
Hey Grandma,
I know its something other than 800 miles now,
but I'm in a lot of trouble,
and I need that song but I can't find it.
I am being truthful and waiting.
Please send it <JUick.

Hey Grandma II
Hey Grandma, you said
"Our people are a people who deny they are a people
who are a people who forgot they are a people
because they got greedy and wanted to be everything,'
rocking,
You said,
"A poem creeps around the edge of everybody's meanness
and gives them a view.'
Hey Grandma,
you grew turnips that looked like full moons,
and every time I came
you roasted a chicken
and we ate it for a month
and where you live the dirt was blue.
You would rub it into my hair and say,
'Now, you're clean."
3

Hey Grandma III
She made her own flags and we came out
and spoke words to them,
"Good morning, green flower,'
'Good morning, flying snake.'
I told her I knew the song,
'My Country Tis of Thee,'
and she said
'That country tis of thee sweet land
of sugarcane, rot gut whisky, pie-in the-eye,
and we'll put you behind steel.
That country tis of thee, sweet land of blind mice
chasing a greenbacks tail while eating everybody else's cheese.'
She said,
"You are living in whiteface
and that is a stark and fierce and bony position,
being the only people whose stories say
they were kicked out of the garden.'
'But there is a bird inside of you
that knows you need a strong antidote,
a bird with wings as heavy as those steel bars,
as big as the prison industry,
a bird which sees that there is a need for strong flight, strong vision,
and a heart which can be real true and real hurt all at the same time."
Some days she went out to sea,
on the Ethiopic Atlantic,
full as it is of skeletons and half-lived dreams.
The sun rose with the smell of salt and she would roll up a smoke and sing,
a dipping and dipping mass of motion,
her hands an octopus because of fingers missing,
dipping and dipping with a tom net.
"Why don't you fix it?" I asked.
She said, "I'm making sure they want to stay."

sarah adiJae
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Tapestry
she went to the cemetery
every Sunday before dawn
lit incense, walked around her husband's grave
three times
lit a candle and left.
peasants like ghosts tended to the spirits
of relatives
hoping God saw, forgave, forgot.
she didn't ask why
he died in a ditch
seven years before, drunk
why his sons broke the ice around him
with hammers & hatchets, piled him
on the back of the truck.
she said her prayers
went to church
raised her sons
never asked why her life was woven that way
why her youngest son
vowed to die like his father.
she went to the cemetery
every Sunday before dawn
lit incense,
and after church dipped cornmeal bread in her oil· tin and
swallowed the yellow bits.

Carmen Bugan
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Rituals
candle lit crouching brown woman
with rusted metal can scoops
cold waler from large green buckets.
rape splashes on toes wooden palette. the
earth will not drink from this woman's
stream. even the singing jungle heard
her scream.
standing with modem convenience
razor in hand poinsettia red woman
boils herself while waiting for
blue byzantine tiles to echo
the rape scream that will slice
the hum of broken light bulb silence.
these women are shells
trapped in a mirror renecting
sunless rituals.
through the canal these women
will succumb to the tides
until they are released
from the web of with drawing
from time space minds dreams.

Aurora Harris
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Mama
Mama comes today
From family portraits
Photographed in 1926 catholocized
Philippine jungles.
Mama comes today
And sits next to me
Her second eldest
She wants to see
"The audience"
In a starlc, sterile
Subuiban coffee house.
She finds herself woven
Into a word junkie's blanket
That calls her long haired
And dread locked daughters
PO-EfS.
Mama comes today,
68 years later,
To sit on an east side sofa
And drink black coffee
With sugar substitute
While Miles stares at us .
See sees my CD's
Says she likes Miles,
But asks for Mozart or Chopin.
Mama comes today
And listens lo Nocturne in C Sharp Minor.
It plays over and over
Until she sees
Her yesterday
And decides to share a secret:
"I played the piano,
But the Japanese
Took it away."
I didn'tknowthatMamal
Didn't
know
you
played
7

Marna comes today
And hears the coffee grinder.
It rattles, chops and spins us
Into quarter second freeze frames,
Where she be almost captured, but
Escapes again Where she be almost tor
tured, but escapes again
Where she be al most cap tured.
But
escapes

again
again
again

Allrora Harris
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The Wooden Floor
I want you to stay
here in the middle of the night
making love with promises
and prohibitions
I caught you stealing
red from the sun
glow from the moon
intricate, a moon dull
in a black sky, birds have
given up flying in the sky
I want you to finish
hurry. and be on your way
the sun wishes to set
prayers must be kept
gather this dress
by the hem pull it close,
her thighs
bare upon
the wooden floor

Kaleema Hasan
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wearing the sleeveless dress
on Thursday I will wear the sleeveless dress
the one that makes my politics clear
i am not a small woman
my arms
the arms of my grandmamma
wield a rolling pin when i bake
sweets
a man in my house won't dare insist
I stay within the limit of western
seems and stitches
on Thursday I will wear the sleeveless dress
the one that makes my politics accessible
wave to every suited man I see
pet every pure bred dog
ask to hold well dressed babies
wonder if the hair under my arms has begun to dread
my mother used to reprimand
if you don't shave under "those" arms
every man will know your secrets
i've always been a talker
a man in my house won't dare suggest
gillette or insist I stay within the limit of western
trim
on Thursday I will wear the sleeveless dress
on Friday I will wear it again

Ann Morgan Strong

Soy Latina

I am the one
quien no habla ingles
pero I clean tu casa
very good
for less
and I keep so quiet
porque I no a citizen
or maybe,
I'm the heavy breasted negra
red eyed, smelling
of whiskey
who, having lost two sons
to the death squads
lingers, can in hand
just outside the tourist hotel
whispering "gracia."
head bowed
each time a coin strikes the tin
yo soy Preciosa
flowing
bleached blonde hair
and heaving breasts
breathlessly labial
esperando para mi Zorro
only the deep brown
of my eyebrows
gives me away
as I gaze out at you
_from the mirror of your television
Sometimes
yo soy mi tia
stateside thirty years
and still mi Inglesh es no good.
mija works in Manhattan
while I take care
of mi nieto
mi esposo conmigo
keep a place on the island
I don't want to die
in the snow
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Maybe I'm that Cuban refugee
fleeing Castro's freedom
waiting for the day
cuando los estados unidos
takes back my country
and I can go home
away from these Marielitos
y ostros negros
that rule the streets
de Havanita
Soy la morenita
de Nicaragua
people say
"I didn't know
there were blacks
in Nicaragua."
Sometimes it's easier
to say
I come from Chi-ca-go
pero mi acento
always give me away
and they say
"I didn't know they had
black Mexicans."
No, no
yo soy la jibara
come down from
my mountain
smelling of goats and grass
red skin
and body, low to the ground
the last Arawak
wearing ribbons, organdy
and no coat
in January at JFK
Ami me llaman "mami"
porque I have many children
ninos are always a blessing
babies are softness and love
later
they can work in the fields
to help feed the others
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Marni, ella dice que
I dress like a man
in my trousers and short hair
"Mira a ell a," she laments to Papi.
"How you get a husband
looking like that?" she cries .
Buscando para mi amiga's knee
under the table,
I smile into my cafe con leche
and assure Marni that
there are other things in life.

Esperanza Malave Cintron
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the stranger speaks to mother anger about persephone
on that day when you walked with your daughter
she crooked a skinny elbow round a pole
and swung herself roughly and again
slamming herself like a door over
over until I winced I looked away afraid
for the delicate shell of her skull.
did you look back? mother anger
your daughter dreams of loss I've held her
clenched in sleep heard her grind her teeth
and call to herself in a high sad voice.
she will not be consoled. yours is the face
of any death the rigid light of winter moons.
she is starving. everything is starving.

jil hanifan
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memorare
after the funeral mass you are finally intercession
when a daughter shakes in the first pew
and the quiet son loosens in the eldest
daughters arms for a moment.
alleluia as always the microphone
static then dead alleluia the choir
your hymn is my hymn
these words are settled
in memory of this we ask
now and at the hour of
I'm sitting behind my aunts who have beautifully
aged their hair thick and white and with
the logic of pity my family stands to
pray. they say hail mary
in response to
they say blessed, bless
and we end death amen that final word
incarnate and familiar.
Instead of resurrection hanging over
I imagine you lofted up
the blueness yours, the clouds your hands
I asked for their relief, relief is your
specialty. and we don't speak of sin
we dread our own like
quilt rejoicing not mine not mine
only angels grieve a death precisely
remember o most gracious mother

jil hanifan
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The Blue Hour

In what would be the last year that women were required to wear
veils to mass, my mother on one particular Sunday readied me upstairs by her
bureau, fitted on my little white gloves, my little veil, rendering me a
diminutive version of herself, except that her gloves and veil were black lace
and had the unwarranted effect of making her look sultry, that mesh obscuring a
dark eye, a glimmering of earlobe. I clutched a little purse like she had but
there was nothing inside my child edition, having no adult business, but some
lifesavers and a prayer card featuring a bearded old man whose ribs protruded
under a thin garment and wore a gold halo affixed at the back of his head. My
mother had put me through the ordeal of the comb and brush so thoroughly that
they took on personalities of their own; the brush benevolent, a lithe woman
with beehive hair, the comb a predatory, flattened character, a piranha. Its teeth
grazed my scalp invasively and the twined strands and tufts that caught its
single jaw were traumatic. I far preferred the brush, which kept a friendly
distance. Sometimes I played with them as dolls on the gleaming surface of
my mother's vanity table. The brush was her effigy: it had thick black bristles
as hair while the handle curved out for the thumb, breast like, and narrowed at
what could be the waist, then swelled into a reciprocal set of hips.
The
tabletop was a salon, then ruled by the brush and surveyed by the looming
image of a child's face, my own, in the glass backdrop.
My mother stood before the large oval mirror and misted herself with
cologne. She only wore one kind, her preference for it excluding all others,
The Blue Hour and I see my mother gauz.ed in such a blue; pastel, chill, like
cupping water in my hands the brief moment before it drains away. As an
afterthought she dabbed some of the eau on my wrists and ears and I felt she
was going to take me someplace really glamorous, like a cabaret.
We joined my father and brother in the turquoise family sedan.
David had a copy of the mass book and was thumbing through the passages
graphed with spiraling clefs and fractal notes that looked like busy ants. He
wore clunky shoes and white socks, indicative of a big deal. I sat opposite him
and directly behind my mother. I could see the starched whiteness of my
father's shirt collar behind the headrest of the driver's seat. I observed the
perfect duplication of the front and back seats, boy girl, boy girl, and it seemed
that the whole world was coordinated this way, like odd and even numbers; I,
3, 7 and being male, 8 obviously female and the entire table of 2 her multiplied
sisters, as were spoons and bowls as well, while forks and knives, the salt &
pepper shakers, these were their boyfriends.
We all went into the church together and my mother led me down the
quiet, carpeted aisle, our gloved hands holding. There was the contrived hush
of a large crowd the moment before the event begins, lots of ssshushing, a dry
cough, throats clearing. My mother and I filed past the sweetly oiled benches
of veiled women and shaven men, past the marble niches and mosaic slices of
glass, past a squad of robed boys poised with various brass accoutrements, a
quartet of sorts, to the back hall beside a tiny ornate room faceted like a
gemstone, and for a moment I thought we would see a baby baptiz.ed, but the
room was empty and locked. There she handed my hand to an unveiled, severe

looking woman with short brown hair and pressed-together, determined lips.
By the time I realized my mother was actually going to leave me with this
stranger, it was too late to protest, and I watched her posture-perfect back
recede up the aisle.
In stark terror, I went with the woman down a Oight of musty stairs
into the church basement. I had no idea why I should be with this person,
where we were going or what I'd done wrong, but it seemed she was leading me
to some grave punishment. We anived at a wide, low-ceilinged, horrible room
with fake wood paneling, support beams and linoleum floor. The room was
filled with children. They sat at long institutional tables, quietly etching with
wax crayons. Some played a little game involving circles and squares. The
challenge was to match circles with circles and squares with squares. Two
teenaged girls began to go around and dispense paper cups full of Kool-Aid.
An illuminating bolt of rage overtook me. This place was for babies! But what
on earth was I doing here? What about my dress, my lacy veil? Had my
mother readied me so elegantly for an insipid nursery? I clutched my purse
inconsolably and looked down at my shiny white shoes. My mother had
betrayed me.
I had to give my jacket over to one of the teenagers who set it on a
long line of vacant sleeves at the back of the room. I was given a coloring book
identical to all the others given to each of the children. It was filled with
draped characters, fuzzy lambs and sand dunes. Bible Friends, it was titled.
Someone shoved a triple-tier box of crayons across the table at me. Now I was
supposed to color. What a colossal insult. I looked around at the other children
coloring placidly, like cows grazing, the girls with bows in their hair, boys with
brush cuts looking like an assortment of freshly scrubbed peaches. Most of
them were bigger than me, yet, I noticed with a slight degree of satisfaction,
they couldn't even stay between the lines.
I didn't want to color any goddamn biblical characters. I didn't want
to play any stupid games. I wanted to be upstairs where things were happening.
I could detect choral voices and the bitter pungency of incense above. I
imagined my brother resting his feet on the leather covered kneeler, a great,
exaggerated ottoman. He was singing and the wide painted dome of blue and
gold where the saints resided, loftily, beyond reach even of the staggered pipes
of the mighty organ, would receive his pollywog soprano. Nobody had grabbed
David and thrust a Crayola box at him, I noted. Oh, it was utterly unbearable.
If I had known obscenities, I would have used them, profusely.
Instead, I picked up the box of crayons and emptied it on the table. I
grabbed up fistfuls of the little wax missiles and began to propel them across
the room, just as the two teenagers charged toward me from opposite sides. I
had this feeling of being out of control and of great release. In a manner
curiously detached, I observed myself shredding the pages of the coloring book
and scattering them like the petals of wildflowers across the table. At the
center of it all was my raging, righteous shriek, which neither teen nor dour
matron could desist, even after they had gotten the remainder of the coloring
book away from me and took me away from the table before I could get at the
Kool-Aid. Not until they had produced my little jacket from the wardrobe and
my mother from upstairs did a pleasant calm begin to wash over me.
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My mother did not punish me for making a scene, although the
thought that she might do so had crossed my mind. By the time we got to the
car I felt as though I had had a great adventure. I began to think it was my
brother who had missed out, having had to sit up straight all hour, and behave,
while I had gotten to do exactly as I pleased. I almost regretted overhearing
my mother say it was the last time I would go to the basement nursery. I sat on
the back seat of the sedan and gently leafed the mass book, humming the tunes
of the songs I remembered as if I followed the charts.

Perri Giovanucci
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Renaissance Music Prayer Series
(Dear God/Whoever You Are)

I.
After a morning of firespitting/this morning finally comes:
A cleansing rain who snuffs out the bonfire, rinses ash and
mud from my mouth.
Unaccustomed to being rageless/fingers forked and pronged:
This soft morning emerges, quiescent, and coating careful plans
to feed the hungry.
So meltingly my legs fall and knees fold ;
My head rests and my
Heart spills.
While many exert physical toil :
I run sprinkling beads of their sweat flying from a basket balanced
on my head
All the way to Your doorstep
To light their candles for them: They who carry my load upon their
backs, and bring bags of groceries, boxes of tools;
process my traveling papers, and provide walking shoes
Tried and perfectly true.
I press our footprints into the clay of forgiveness and lay
stomach-down/into the earth/smelling her.
I am daughter.
I am witness.

II.
While we pull out these strands and sinews of sadness
The sun is glittering and
there is a magnifying glass, to boot.
A book of wisdom written in the language of our youth
and an heirloom compass: designed dots and points
To remember.
For a while Your peace is so still
And then it travels like wildfire making uninterrupted
connections, delivering lost and found pieces of her intricate
machinery on waiting doorsteps with calligraphied dance cards
until
The music begins.
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III.
I trust Your magic to heal that place in us who
Laments
False territories of control.
This morning I woke up
A wash on a new shore....
. ... must have surrendered my precious
coins
in sleep
while I was not looking.
The battle I had planned to fight, today
has disappeared.

IV .
Dear God o tend to me this morning
Up from the sea's gush and rise of foam
For I was broken and confideth not
A wave of water fell against me, breaking into four rivers:
Somehow I stood on dry land/a river to my right, a river to my
left, a river in front, and a river behind
And rain fell from my hair in dirty tears dressing my eyelashes,
My ears, my skin
In windshieldwiperless webs
And the sun burst a soft fan, drying me.
I asked: Who performed this bath? and they said it was You.
And so I came to glimpse a closer look and saw everywhere:
Intricate stitches in air and time
Life's needle and thread
Performing her miracles.

Leslie Reese
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The Case of Lani Guinier: Legal Forms, Political Content

1. Of Poets and Professors

It may seem odd to draw a comparison between legal theorist and
professor of law Lani Guinier and a Stalin-Era poet. Yet, there is a striking
formal similarity between Ms. Guinier's legal thought and the poetic practice of
Osip Mandelstam. Like Guinier, Mandelstam was misunderstood for his ideas
and more specifically for the way in which he chose to express them . Donald
Davie, one of the many frustrated translators of Mandelstam's poems. wrote in
a foreword to the 1978 Shambhala edition of Mandelstam's works:
It seemed to me. . .that Mandelstam was distinguishing one kind
of form from another, and was celebrating only those forms that are
"bent in," arched, the born of a foetus, or a cradle. specifically not the
open-ended and discontinuous mere "pattern" (rather than "form")
that a group of sailing-boats may fall into . .
The significance of Davie's assessment of Mandelstam's complexity
is twofold. First, there is the peculiar and common approach he and others take
to Mandelstam : they tend to use overtly. stereotypically woman-centered
imagery to talk about the poet's style ("the form of the foetus, or a cradle).
Mandelstam's poetry, indeed, tended to describe and concern itself with
"female" and woman-centered ways of seeing.
Mandelstam, himself.
academics never tire of pointing out. was a man of fragile. "feminine" beauty
whose striking. sensual features bum forth from photographs which. unlike the
poet, have survived Stalin's purges.
The other significant aspect of Davie's assessment is his identification
of a daunting characteristic of Mandelstam's poems, namely. the poet's rigorous
distinction between FORM and PATTERN. Mandelstam is an incredibly
difficult poet exactly because he possessed a frighteningly intense insight into
the deepest aspects of the forms -- classical forms as it happens -- in which he
chose to work. Where lesser poets worked out of loyalties to or obsessions
with patterns of writing and thinking. Mandelstam found a path into the deeper
levels of formal exploration which allowed him to seize upon a universe of
meaning contained within his forms. In this way, he is much like a gifted
sculptor who. following the same "pattern" of shaping as those around her,
nevertheless creates a sculpture which somehow radiates meaning and content
far beyond the mere imitations of fixed form.
On April 29, 1993, President Bill Clinton nominated Lani Guinier for
the position of Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division; on June 4.
1993, after two months of vicious character assassination of Guinier in the
racist, sexist media, Clinton dumped her as a nominee. Guinier, an intellectual
and theorist, is like the poet Osip Mandelstam -- misunderstood, mistranslated,
and maligned.
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2. Form, Content, and The Vote
Subjected to a rancorous fit of lynch-mob resentment on Capitol Hill
which betrayed an abysmal stupidity on the part of American citizens about
such concepts as law, democracy, electoral politics, even elementary civics,
Lani Guinier was crucified by America's mass media and by conservative
politicians in Congress, in a consistently hostile and destructive attack on her
character as well as on the nature of her legal thought and her published legal
analysis. Only Attorney General Joycelyn Elders, forced from office two years
later, has suffered as negative and overt a campaign to drive a Black woman off
the public stage and away from the halls of male power in Washington. The
attacks upon Guinier were directed at her writings about "proportional voting."
Like Mandelstarn, Guinier's genius as a thinker is contained in her
tendency to see through simple patterns into the deeper complexities of form.
The American orthodox form of electoral procedure rests upon the concept
"one person, one vote." With regard to Black under representation in Congress
and in state and local politics, the orthodox thinking has been that the overt
barriers to Black electoral participation (poll taxes, racist terror tactics to
prevent Blacks from registering to vote, etc.,) could be remedied through the
judiciary and the legislature, in the form of the Voting Rights Act. The passing
of the Voting Rights Act into law and the Judicial enforcement of that law were
intended to bestow upon Black Americans the thereto withheld formal power of
"one person, one vote." Proportional voting, a concept originating in the work
of constitution-framer James Madison, is an electoral theory Guinier has
proposed through a body of essays published in a number of law journals.
Proportional voting is designed to overcome the nagging racial and class
inequalities enshrined within and perpetuated by the American electoral
process. Although the Voting Rights Act has supposedly extended the form of
electoral powers to Blacks, Black representation is still statistically nonexistent,
and the representation of Black interests is still an unachieved goal, particularly
at the national, Congressional level. Guinier writes:
My scholarly project as a lay professor has been to answer the
question raised by cases I had litigated: why is it that in many city
and county governing bodies, especially in the South, the interests of
blacks still often lose? I wrote as a legal scholar about ways to
remedy racial discrimination; I also wrote as a political theorist.
Inspired by the work of James Madison, I explored ways to ensure
that even a self interested majority could work with, rather than
"tyrannize," a minority. As a matter of political philosophy, I
imagined a more consensus, deliberative, and participatory
democracy for all voters, despite religious, political, racial or sex
differences.
In simplest outline, "proportional voting" is a collection of electoral
procedures, all theoretical, which Guinier has suggested as a way to overcome
the historical domination of a "majority" racial bloc (Whites). which has
successfully muscled out the presence and interests of scores of other interest
blocs (Blacks, women, Latinos, etc.). Minority interests could be better
represented if everyone recognizes and admits the reality of group interests and

the dominance of a single group, called the "majority," which has been
successful in constructing a system which supports, represents, and maintains
its own dominance.
Since people BEHAVE in blocs, rather than in the ideal sense as
individuals, Guinier asks why shouldn't the electoral process contain the
possibility, at various places along the spectrum of electoral politics--and at
least for a time--a means of bloc voting? Rather than being mindlessly true to
the simple PATTERN of "one person, one vote," we ought to look deeper than
that, into the very intention and nature of the FORM of "one person, one vote,"
as the lynchpin of democracy. If the INTENTION of "one person, one vote" is
to achieve for each voter a net gain of, say, one degree of representational
power, and if blocs of single voters (Black, for instance, or women) are
consistently denied that net gain, then perhaps each individual voter ought to be
allowed several votes each, which she can cast for one politician or, if she
wished, spread amongst a bloc of politicians.
·
Such a system could perhaps make for a greater diversity of choice
and certainly would increase the diversity of electoral outcome. Form, to
Guinier, is merely the servant of content. The Voting Rights Act, which Guinier
supports wholeheartedly, was intended to bestow upon Blacks the previously
denied representation (denied via poll taxes, terrorist White violence to
suppress Black voter registration, legal denial of Black voting rights, etc.)
While the above analysis of "proportional voting" is but a partial
explication of but one of her ideas, it does serve to demonstrate the complexity
of Guinier's work She distinguishes between simple patterns of "doing things,"
and the deeper objectives which forms are supposed to serve. When forms are
not fulfilled, Guinier asserts, then patterns of "doing things" ought to be
refined, shifted, even changed. The ultimate FORM of democracy is not to be
jettisoned, but more fully realized by changing the petty PATTERNS of the
electoral process.
Rather than come to grips with the complexity of her thinking, the
media and the racist, sexist male elite of Congress merely maligned, degraded,
and insulted Guinier. President Clinton, meanwhile, refused to support Guinier,
and even distanced himself publicly from her legal writings, thus furthering
bigoted media distortions and mistranslations of her ideas. During the twomonth period of public abuse she suffered, a Wall Street Journal headline
referred to her as a "Quota Queen," while other media called her "divisive,"
"undemocratic," "anti-constitutional," and "race obsessed"
But most despicable was the New York Times' and Newsweek's
practice of printing personal insults uttered by White senators against Guinier's
intelligence, competence, gender, and body features -- even her hair. These
men smugly denied their own ignorance and shallowly refused to engage ideas,
displaying an unrestrained racism and sexism horrific not only for its portrayal
of the still potent rule of bigotry in public life, but also for revealing the
emptiness of Bill Clinton's "liberal" credentials.
3. Taking Turns

In disturbing ways, Guinier has been subjected lo the displacement of
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White anger and hostility toward its own sense of powerlessness and
inadequacy in the face of Blacks who challenge the logic of White supremacy.
Like many Black figures before her, she found herself forced into the role of
"the shadow": a Platonic scapegoat figure which signifies darkness, evil,
irrationality, and aggression. The truth, of course, is that these characteristics
are located within those who attacked her, and are not contained within her
ideas, nor in her own intentions. "The shadow" is simply the dumping ground
for these negative impulses--the place where those who actually possess these
characteristics can relieve themselves of their own collective anxieties while
blaming the target of their aggression.
Certainly, the reaction to Guinier's nomination and to her ideas are a
reflection, too, of the deep-seated aversion Americans still have for women
who think, speak, and act independently, women who circumvent the public's
expectation that women will pose no ideational threat to male supremacy--the
virtues of male supremacy being, of course, embodied within the very political
forms whose logic Guinier sought to challenge. But ultimately, the nation's
refusal to deal honestly and fairly with Professor Lani Guinier signifies
something even more sinister than its ongoing racism and sexism.
It also signifies the deeply rooted hostility toward the equality and
egalitarianism Ms. Guinier strives for in her work. Indeed, American society
enshrines competition, factionalism, hierarchy, and inequality. It is, one
suspects, Guinier's core aim of achieving electoral equality which most repelled
the very public and political institutions--the media, Congress, the Academy,
and the White House -- which ought rather to have engaged her ideas.
The essence of America's attitude toward social democracy, it seems,
is a vulgar, anti-humanist devotion to the principle of "winners and losers."
That someone must win and someone must lose is, of course, a cornerstone of
Capitalist political economics, as Angela Davis has charged.
By contrast, the essence of Guinier's subtle and challenging ideas lies
in the story she tells of how she began to think seriously about her concept of
proportional voting. She and her son had been discussing the concept of
"voting." He pointed out that though one group · of children had outvoted
another smaller group regarding what game the children ought to play, the
answer to the conflict ought not to be that one group "wins" and the other
"loses," but that BOTH games be played. The winners of the vote would play
their game first, then the losers of the vote would play their game as well. The
two groups would take turns.
Guinier challenges us to have as much wisdom and sense as children.

Rayfield Waller
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Roll Over Rover
Act 1, scene l
Pearl and Young Hue
Pearl is thirty-six years old with five children. She has kicked out and taken
back her husband more times than she'd like to admit. She's a voluptuous
woman with big hips and breasts and shows off her figure every chance she
gets with stretch pants, tightly belted sweaters and high heels. She has long,
thick hair that she wears in a French roll with finger waves in the front and
pink, orange, or hot red fingernails. She's been married to her husband for
eighteen years and is a nurse.
Young Hue, as everyone calls him, is forty; his real name is Herbert. Herbert is
a reject from the 70's and a Don Juan wanna be. He wears a drippy, slimly, wet
Jeri Curl and has three gold teeth in the front of his mouth. Young Hue and his
wife live in Shreveport, Mississippi. Young Hue was born and raised in
Harlem, New Yorlc. Some say that's why he's so slick

Pearl
Young Hue, this is everything you brought into this worthless marriage. Take
is and leave!

Young Hue
(He sighs) Here we go again. Now what?

Pearl
I ain't stupid, Young Hue. I'm tired of your lying!

Young Hue
Let's sit clown and talk this over'?

Pearl
Let's not!

Young Hue
(Frustrated) Okay. What seems to be the problem? We go through this every
other week! I'm tired and don't feel like hearing you yack, yack, yacking all
night!

Pearl
Did you work today?

Young Hue
(He yells) Yeah!

Pearl
You ain't seen no parts of your job. I called your job today and Tommie said
you hadn't been in. As a matter of fact, she said she ain't seen you all week!

Young Hue
(Nervously moves) Yeah, ugh. (He pauses) See Pearl, I can explain. I went up
to my job, but I just didn't go in. Larry came up there wanting me to make a run
with him, so I left. He told me we was coming right back, you dig, but time got
away from us. I haven't been going to work lately because I've been looking for
a new job that pays more money, you dig, so I can buy you some real nice
things.
Pearl
(Starts clapping) Oh, Young Hue, that was beautiful! Now get out!

Young Hue
Okay Pearl . If you want me to leave, then I'll leave, but first let me at least
explain! I Jove you, girl! Love you! Don't you understand all that I do, I do for
you and our family?
Pearl
The only thing I understand is that you're a pathological liar and the truth ain't
in you! So where did y'all look for work today?

Young Hue
Well, see .... (He pauses, looks at the floor) I didn't go today. I went by
yesterday and Tuesday.
Pearl
Where?

Young Hue
Baby, we went so many places I lost track All I know is my feet are swollen
from walking from building to building.
Pearl
The only thing that should be swollen are your lips from all that lying you be
doing. Where did you go, Hue?

Young Hue
(He yells) Alright! Alright, you want to know? Then fine, I'll tell you! I
thought marriage meant trust, but I see you don't.
Pearl
(She interrupts) Before you get ready to give me a big song and dance, save it
and get out!

Young Hue
Do you love me?
Pearl
(She yells) GET OUT!
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Young Hue
(Asks again slowly) Do you love me?

Pearl
No!

Young Hue
Baby, I try I really do, but you just...

Pearl
(Interrupts) What! I just what? The only thing I do is take crap from you day
after day, week after week, month after month, and year after year! Where's my
money for all that junk you charged on my Visa?

Young Hue
I'll take care of it next week. Baby.

Pearl
(She demands) You'll take care of it now!

Young Hue
Baby, I'm broke.

Pearl
And a liar. What happened to that 2,500 dollars you won last week?

Young Hue
(Shaking his head) What 2,500 dollars? I ain't got no 2,500 dollars.

Pearl
For real! That's not what Larry seems to think.

Young Hue
(Yells) Larry! Forget Larry. I said I don't have no 2,500 dollars.

Pearl
Get out! Larry called here for you last week. asking was y'all hanging out since
your number fell . Now get out!

Young Hue
(Shocked) See, Pearl, let me be honest. Yeah, I hit the number, but the only
reason I didn't tell you is because I put something real nice for you in layaway
and paid some bills with the rest.

Pearl
Is that why the phone company sent me a disconnect notice? (Walking to the
garbage bags and pulling them open) The only thing you got was some gym
shoes, new shirts, a suit, a chain, a jacket, a bag of weed, and two 40-ouncers of
beer! I found all of this in four plastic bags which were inside you and Junior's
gym bags, up under his bed behind his trunk!

Young Hue
What the hell were you under Junior's bed for anyway?
Pearl
Get Out!
Young Hue
Okay, okay wait! You want to know what happen to the money? I'm finna tell
ya I opened up an account baby! At Savings Mutual .
Pearl
(Looking in disbelief) Get Out!
Young Hue
Can I at least say bye to the kids?
Pearl
Naw, they won't miss you. They're use to this. Get out.

Young Hue
Can I at least make me something to eat before I go? See look, I brought some
chicken feet. I was going to make some dumplings with them. Just for us by
candle light.
Pearl
(Sarcastically replies) I'm touched. (Then yells) Get Out!
Young Hue
Look here, woman, I'm leaving! Just let me cook these feet first. Damn!
Pearl
Hurry up fry them feet, then .. .
Young Hue
(He interrupts) Yeah, I know. Get out. By the way, how's the car been acting?
(Pearl walks over to him, takes the chicken feet out of his hand and turns off the
stove.)
Young Hue
(Upset) Now, what? God damnit!
Pearl
(Laughs) You stupid and I am too. The piece of shit! When I got off work this
morning I needed a jump!
Young Hue
(Looking surprised) Dig that! How can that be? That's a new battery.
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Pearl
(With anger in her voice) It can be because it ain't no new battery in that car.
You jack ass!
Young Hue
(He yells) Who you talking to like that, crazy woman? Well, I need to be
getting over to see Big Man. He owe me 150 dollars, the punk! I took the car
over there, told him the problem, and he told me to come back for it in a couple
of hours. I didn't ask no question, nagging the man like you do. I just assumed
he put a new battery in the car. Big Man ganked me. Ain't that a bitch?
Pearl
Get Out!
Young Hue
Yeah, okay! Let me fry these feels, then I'll leave. I want to catch Big Man
before he leaves the alley anyway.
Pearl
It's amazing how you would take the car to a man name Big Man--who works
out of a alley--and trust him. You mean to tell me you actually thought he put
in a new battery?
Young Hue
(Crosses his hand over his chest and puts it in the air) I swear I did. How many
of these feet do you want?
Pearl
Three.
Young Hue
(Walks over to Pearl and kisses her on the side of her neck.) You taste good,
baby.
Pearl
Stop, Young Hue! I ain't in no mood to be playing.
Young Hue
Girl, yo neck so juicy I can suck on it like I do my ham hocks!
Pearl
Young Hue, quit it!
Young Hue
And your ears. (He sighs) Oh, I can nibble on them all day.
Pearl
(Laughing slightly while pushing him away) Stop now, your chicken gone
burn.

Young Hue
Damn, Pearl. You feel so good, so soft with your juicy, plump lips. Give me a
kiss, Pearl.
Pearl
(Laughing in a soft voice.) Go on now, quit it, Young Hue.

Young Hue
Come on, baby, give me a kiss.
Pearl
No.

Young Hue
(He licks her neck and leaves a big wet stain on her) Come on, baby. (As he
rubs her breasts) You know you want to.
Pearl
(She moans) Young Hue.

Young Hue
(He begs) Come on, baby, right quick before I go?
Pearl
(She softly asks) What about your chicken?

Young Hue
(Softly) Shhhh ... forget the chicken.

Mashana Bunon
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Bitch
by Wilma Kahn
I feel sucked dry
as if I'd had twelve pups
more pups than nips
but I lick them anyway
shift them around
give the puny ones
a chance
but the one who gets
nothing is the one
with my face
the twelfth pup
born of myself-suckedinto-eleven-furry-parasites
and my little self
the writer
is statved
and my big self drains and dissolves
bones to milk to dust

Wilma Kahn
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Madness in S Frames

frame 1:
you said you liked the sound
of my laughter/so
i peeled off silver tinkles for your delight
frame 2:
you said you admired my mind/so
i hand-carved deeper caverns
poured in hard-won witticisms
and made of my brain a charm
frame 3:
you said i was something else/so
i searched out special selves
to keep you, enthralled, at home
frame 4:
you said i was pretty/so
i wrapped/tucked/& creamed
smooth furrowed brows in an effort
to tighten up against time
frame 5:
but, what's this now?
you've turned to the wall
blinded to my tinkles & caverns & tuckers
of the self i have created: alien to me
unwanted by you
a monster that turns to slay itself
as you float, wild with laughter
from frame

'Venlra Asana
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Preparing for a Strike

"It was a summer of fires and shark attacks."
"Blue" by David Brooks
"... She is gorgeous and knows it,/and always wants to cut my hair short and
style it up high/like hers.II almost always agree, because who wouldn't/want to
look like her,"
"Permanent" by Amy Dryansky
The feeling had been building in us ever since we asked one of the
guys with thirty-five years seniority, "Hey, how do you think its going to go
with the strike?" And he said, "I don't know. It could go any kind of way. This
is a strange one this year. I can't get a fix on it." Now the guy who is telling us
this has seen lots of strikes in his day. So for him not to have a fix on this strike
is a bad, bad sign. Caught us off guard. We're used to steady work. Most of us
have never seen a strike or even a layoff. Even when we had that spontaneous
work stoppage a while back after the foreman fired one of the guys for being
late, we all knew that everything would work out fine. We were just flexing our
muscles a little because the foreman was flexing his. We knew he didn't really
mean to fire anybody.
This strike was shaping up to be more than muscle-flexing. Too many
complicated issues. None of which we understood. We weren't sure that the
union guy understood the issues either, but every drop of sweat on his forehead
spelled trouble when he waddled onto the floor with a check list of people in
his district. He's just a small potato in a big sack. Still we felt sorry for him
having to do all that walking in the district because he is short and fat and
breathes heavily when he has to be on the floor which is rarely because of the
shortness of breath problem, especially, in the heat. Usually he walks the main
aisles or the outer side of the line. That way he can call across to someone on
the other side or pass a flyer without hoisting his big belly over the moving line.
This time he crossed and re-crossed the line, squeezed and grunted
between boxes of stock and equipment in order to get to folks on break in
comers or hidden by massive machines. He gave every single person a piece of
paper with the names of strike team members. Each list bad a star by the name
of the strike captain. None of us knew how the captains were chosen. We were
so happy to see the union man and at least find out about the teams that it didn't
make a difference.
We slapped him on the back good-naturedly and wished him well
because long before the union man came around we had begun making our own
lists. For weeks we had discussed things amongst ourselves, studied every line
in every foreman's face who spoke to any of us about anything. We gauged
their walk, cocky and confident, or stooped and demoralized. Those of us who
had contacts with higher level managers made it their business to stay close to
them in order to read between the lines about the health of the facility, or to
find out if any of our jobs had been shipped out, making us replaceable. Those
who were tight with various levels of union representatives stuck with them,
pumping them gently for information that might help us construct a picture of
the strike.
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Like I said, the confirming blow was when we asked the man with
thirty-five years what he thought and he gave us double-talk. That told us what
we needed to know about the strike: how long, how intense, and so on. Vital
information for our lives, mostly how we should save our money, what we
should tell our families. It was clear to us, without any of us ever taking
responsibility for saying it, that the strike would be so long and so intense it
could cost us our jobs. Some things just don't have to be said directly.
So we started making lists. One of the guys had seen a coupon ad for
simonizing cars over at a place on the west side. Real cheap and quite a few of
the guys had had cars done there before, and the place did good work. Real
good work. So the guy who had seen the ad in the newspaper started clipping
the coupons and giving them out. I think the coupons were in the paper every
Thursday. He told a few others and pretty soon the whole shop was clipping the
coupons for those who maybe didn't get the paper and also friends of ours who
didn't even work in the shop. So the first list was of all the people who didn't
have a simoni:ze coupon so we could make sure they had one. I was so thankful
one of the guys put my name on the list because, as usual, the ship was getting
ready to leave dock without me and I wasn't even packed. Which is to say that I
wasn't even aware of the coupon. But the guys took care of me. Thank
goodness, too, because Lord knows every little bit helps.
Next one of the ladies announced that she had found a place where
you could get insulated windows installed real dirt cheap, and she had several
friends who already had them in their houses over the last winter and their
heating bills fell by this incredible amount. Of course everybody swooped in on
that one (except me because I rent). I helped make up a list anyway just so I
could do my part. In a situation like this, getting ready for a strike, you can't be
selfish and say that you don't want to do such and such because it doesn't
directly pertain to you. In a strike situation it really is one for all and all for one.
Of course, the guy who works right neitt to me would be the one to
remember that dental coverage is the first to go when a job ends, and we were
all sure that we would lose our jobs. He always has some medical problem or
the other in his family. His wife was in a car accident not long ago. She was
cracked up pretty bad. I'm glad that happened then and not now. He said the
same thing. His kids are always breaking something or the other because they
play sports in school. That poor man. I don't know how he's going to make out.
Plus his asthma
Because of him we all got on the case with the dentist. Every dentist
in the area was nooded with our appointments. I have three children so you
know I called for an appointment. It was the least we could do: go out with
clean healthy teeth, and hope that something comes up soon so we could get
dental coverage again. We didn't eitactly make a list for dental appointments,
but he took it upon himself personally to go around every day and check that
people made their appointments and that they kept them.
The biggest list, surprisingly, was the one for Italian tiles. One of the
guys had a connect with someone who could get him the tiles directly from
Italy. He fixed his kitchen up \\-ith them in case he had to sell his house; the
value would go up. That's what he told us. He had the whole process down pat.
One day he gave us a lecture on how to lay those tiles. In order to cut them you
have to score them and then they crack. Something like that. He brought in a
couple of tiles to show us, the ones he put on the floor and the ones he put

along the edge of his kitchen wall to about waist high. All of the tiles were blue
and brown with florets and fancy lines along the edges. The floor tiles were
brown with blue florets; the wall tiles were the opposite, blue with brown
florets. He lined them up along one of the benches at right angles and you could
see how the combination would look great.
The guys got pretty emotional about the whole thing. They ordered
tiles for their wives as a last something ritzy they could give them before the
money ran out Two of the guys ordered the same brown and blue combination.
Others ordered salmon and blue, green and blue, white with grey accents, and a
kind of exotic aqua with peachy florets. It was all very tender. I listened to so
many of them tell me how much they loved their wives and so on. You could
see a few eyes glazing over, like they wanted to cry. One did, behind the block
washer. Between sobs he said, "I know a man is not supposed to cry." I said,
"Oh, honey, it makes you more of a man if you can," and I gave him a big hug.
It was like death approaching or something. Geeze it was spooky, but
I listened because I knew it was part of everyone being really uptight about the
strike and knowing we might never return lo the job. That's the way things are
these days: you go out on strike and never get back in and then you're scuffling
around in some nickel or dime job because your good job has gone down the
tubes. But then you have to stand up and fight about certain issues because the
company will stick it to you so bad that the job ends up not being worth
anything anyway. We all knew that: better to die with dignity than crawl around
like worms for the rest of our lives. That's what we kept trying to tell ourselves,
not knowing if solidarity forever could really work in our case. The world is so
different since the Battle of the Overpass. We felt so helpless.
So I listened to them and they listened to me. I don't like to complain
or publicize my problems; it always makes you seem so weak, being a woman
and all. I mean a man can whine on and on about his problems (and they always
do, don't fool yourself), but let a woman utter one sad word, and they'll start
talking about how weak she is. So I tend to put up this front; a lot of women I
work with do.
I didn't tell the guys about how really scared I was of losing the job. I
didn't tell them, I didn't have a man to help me when things get tough, or even
another set of shoulders to cry on. You ca(l't really cry to your kids. Although
my father once said when he was living (God rest his soul) that it is good for
kids to see their mothers cry to let them know what they go through. Still I hate
to let my kids see me cry because they get scared and then I feel even worse. So
I told the guys about how handy I am with needle and thread, how I sew almost
all my kid's special clothes (which is true). I told them that I knew I could start
up a little business. Plus I'm handy with craft things, making fancy baskets, silk
floral arrangements, doodads to hang on the refrigerator, specialized mail
boxes. I can build the wood part and decorate them, lettering and all . I could get
a stall at the Ilea market and move into a shop when things got going good.
I didn't want any Italian tiles, because like I said, I rent, and you don't
need Italian tiles with three kids all under ten. But I found a coupon for "a day
of delight" at a beauty shop not far from work. That's what they called it, "a day
of delight at Kara's House of Esquisite Beaule." You could get the complete
works at a discount: facial, pedicure, manicure (the kind where they massage
your hands), body massage, new hairdo. The way the coupon was set up, before
you entered the shop you could mark off what you wanted to have done if you

didn't want the entire package. I guess that's so you don't go in there and get
overwhelmed and waste their time hemming and hawing. Someone like me
would do that because my nails never get manicured, the girl next door cuts my
hair and I cut hers, and the only massage I get is when my littlest one walks on
my back when I fall asleep on the floor in front of the TV. Also I avoid opentoed shoes in the summer.
The funniest thing about the coupon: I didn't share it with anyone. I
didn't tell a soul about it. Not that the guys themselves could use it, but it could
have been one of those things they gave their wives for the last. You know what
I mean? I studied that coupon all by myself at home where no one could peek
over my shoulder and say, "Hey, what's that?" I made my appointment pretty
close to strike deadline so I could go out in style. I made my selection for the
whole enchilada, everything. I wanted the complete, no-holds-barred beauty
treatment.
I walked into the beauty shop the morning of the appointment, and I
was just getting ready to show the lady my coupon. She was just putting her
hands in my hair to pull and tug at it up to see what kind of condition it was in.
When in walks one of the ladies from work There aren't too many of us
working in that department. We kind of giggled at each other. Neither one of us
said anything goofy like, "Do you come here often?" or "Fancy meeting you
here." We didn't have to stand on ceremony. I knew and she knew we were
making special preparations. How could you talk about that to anyone? How
could you say you wanted a facial that would remove years of blackheads and
close your pores. How could you say that what was most important was getting
nails so slick and pretty you could start running your fingers through your
beautiful new hairdo and not feel embarrassed? You might even stop biting
your nails. Here you were on a hot summer morning in a salon that would
massage away every single year you spent in that dump making enough money
to pay the car note so you would have something to ride to work in the
following week Of course now there might not be a following week, but you'll
be cute.
I rolled up the section of newspaper I had in my hand with the full page "a day of delight coupon" in it and thwacked her on the thigh. She sank
down in a chair next to mine where we began waiting for our turn. She giggled
some more, rolled her big green eyes at me, and shifted her top lip as far right
as possible, her lower lip as far left as possible. One eye closed, the other
squinted and stared straight ahead like some kind of Halloween creature.
"After they're through with you in here you won't be making crazy
faces like that," I said.
"Let's go for a beer afterward, kiddo," she said.
"You got it, babe."
Then the receptionist motioned for me to go to the changing room.
"The massage is first. Strip to your panties, and put on of one those powder
blue gowns," she said. For a minute I thought I was going for my annual g-y-n
exam. I decided to view my body in the mirror that spanned the double sink.
Not bad, I told myself. A few stretch marks, a little bit of a roll, but passable,
real passable. I'm not so bad as a woman, but of course I'm in a loose mood at
the House of Beaule, looking forward to a new me. So I'm in the frame of mind
to reevaluate myself, make a sow's ear into a silk purse. Then I see the sign on
the upper left comer of the mirror. Unisex.

That's all I need. Some man coming in on me while I'm staring at my
chest. I double checked the lock on the main door because this changing room
is set up so that the toilet stall had its own separate lock. Anyone could walk
into the main changing room area I wasn't exactly ready for sharing this body.
I'm getting too far away from my story now. This story is not about a
man coming in on me in the changing room. It's about how naked I felt while
looking at myself in the minor. Oh, I hate guilt. I was standing in the mirror of
the changing room, remembering all of the sins I committed against the
company the times I took too long for break, snuck out early, snuck in late. I
would feel then as if I were unclothed in the middle of the main aisle of my
department, everyone looking at me. That naked. Hundred's of eyes crawling
over every inch of my body. Feasting on my nipples, looking to see if my ass
sagged, checking for stretch marks.
Looking in that mirror I couldn't get over being in the House of
Beaute, my car simonized the day before, dental appointments for the following
day, and not one of the guys, not one knew about the coupon. On Monday
morning, they will know, I told myself. My blackheads will be gone. My hair
flipped up a new way. I'll have on make-up to match my new hair-do. More
than likely l'11 be walking straight as an anow after the massage.
Still 1'11 have that old guilty naked feeling. What should do? Cover
my eyes so I won't see them seeing me? Or pretend I'm not naked? I could
make a list of all kinds of smart responses like, "Hey guy, you could spend a
year in a beauty shop and come out with the same case of uglies." I could
practice how to flip my new hair. I could figure ways to glide my nails
delicately along every steel surface I see, pick up parts with the tippy tip tip of
my fingers. I could put the bolts in the overhead drop multiple as if they were
rosebuds. I could pose like the Queen of Sheba every time I brought the
multiple down on the oil pans, give it a few extra torques. Let them know I'm
there.
Yes, I could figure out sizzling responses right then to all of their cat
calls and jibes. But what's the use? There I was staring at myself in the dressing
room mirror of Kara's Esquisite House of Beaule, and I feel their eyeballs
rolling around on my skin like scoops of cold cantaloupe. I feel that bare. That
stripped. Even that old dumpy wheezing committeeman couldn't feel worse
than me right now. Even if he were stuck between the block washer and a crate
of parts.

Lolita Hernandez
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Extensions: "Women and their Hair"
(The following are poems selected from a perfonnance piece created by the
Albany Chapter of The Sisters of Color Writers Collective. The poems are
listed in the order that they are ordinarily performed.)

Fingers Know Salvation

I am reaching my hands
into my hair
to pull up the women
who are misunderstood
Their waists
twist with crumbling falling clay
rising
to bring bony mouths foiward
in chorus
to sing the histories
no grave could give rest.
They cough anger
pennyroyal
revelations
blood
embryos
spilling forth truth
Virgins thrown from cliffs
spill their last thought
in their reverent descent.
Mothers' backs broken with whips
bloom ,
spilling cherry blossom trees.
Women blessed with black florets
spill curses witnessing trees now
limply hang bearing strange fruits.
Their legends have become fables.
And their mouths are angry.
And their mouths are singing ...
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"Ayamya, ayamya
sing a dirge
so my feet can stomp
Ayamya, ayamya
whisper a tune
water a dry heart
Ayamya, ayamya
cast a spell
lo bring my arms up
Ayamya, ayamya
bring me sugar
your hands the cup
Ayamya, ayamya!"

Tanya Manning
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Mud Womyn
In the old days we twisted our hair and put mud in it.
the dirt had power and when we put it to our heads the scalp would
tingle and dance. that was how mud womyn learned the secrets of the
plants and barked over like the trees.
there are many stories about earth mother
and how she came to be.
mud womyn were her servants.
keepers of her codes.
to lock our hair was to encase the coding and contain her energy. the
snake was our sister because she moved so close to the mother.
sliding and ever loving her. always loving her and being intimate.
sliding and writhing and pulsating with the dirt. her knowing was
powerful and sister snake knew the mother. we snaked our hair in
dedication and commitment to the goddess that is the mother.

Druis Beasley
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(The Bones-n-leash of Windeby Bog Girl)
The collar is a double collar of ox-hide with red hair showing on the outside
and black on the inside next to the skin. The body was subjected to a
thorough examination but no trace was found of external violence which
might have caused the girl's death before she ended her days in the marsh
mud. We must suppose that she was led naked out on to the bog with
bandaged eyes and the collar round her neck, and drowned in the little peat
pit, which must have held 20 inches of water or more. To keep the young
body under, some birch branches and a big stone were laid upon her.*
Empirical Muck
Inside next to the skin non flowering mosses remain active
(photosynthetic vegetative reproduction a church unto itself)
((mature most mechanically supported by their habit
of growing in dense, intermingled masses. Absorption
occurring directly into her body into the bog of her body))
Inside next to the skin peat moss's acidity is antiseptic
(it is used for packing seeping wounds in time of war)
((had the drowned girl merely slept in the Damendorf bog
only her skin -· not her bones or brain or blindfold
would have been preserved by brother bryophytes))
Inside next to the skin and ordained habit forced migration of hair
(her own fur scalped-n-sewn to the tanned ox-hide)
((Goddess Nerthus knew how long it took a girl's hair to grow 1 1/2"
bog girl's left side shaven that many days before her right
the red locks removed then perhaps bog girl herself
sang-n-stitched them to her sacrificial ox collar))
Inside next to the skin no evidence of strangulation was available
(other bog tethers testify to the Vikso goddess' double neck ring)
((nooses are replicas of such twisted neck rings •· the mark
of honor of consecratio_n of fertility -· the ticket to cross over
Inside next to the skin no evidence remains of the rituals' particulars
(what words would you say to your god as you harnessed her?)
((oh be joyful of be jubilant lamb of mercy put my sorrow far away??))
We must suppose the little peat pit had no desire to keep her
(let us notice how humans initially used stone)
((o boulder bury her body in this bog))
We must suppose the little peat pit knows little of drowning.
(who among us would call the marsh mud harsh
for keeping her flesh fresh for us)
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We must suppose sanctioned pilgrims like ourselves inspected the blindfold's wea,,
(each woolen's dye colorfast for 2000 years while human hair sours)

We must suppose a savage pilgrim later wore her robes
(for after any holiday wind still chills living bone)
We must suppose We must suppose

( )

( ) 0

((

)) (( ))

(())

We must rnppose what we learn from thorough examination
can become a double collar for us binding us
to the bog acids we interrupt and the stone we lift
and the body we hold forth as heir
We must suppose having ended her days in the marsh mud
we are the external violence we seek to trace

Lori Anderson

*from Glob, P.V. The Bog People London: Padadin, 1971 .
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Ancestral

Song

i have searched for profound words to speak of your plight
to discuss why you wear your hood so tight
to justify reasons why your mother cut off you hair
leaving your BLACK buoyant soul
empty and bare
look what your mother has done to you
when she cut off your hair
she severed roots too
you no longer play with the other kids
afraid of being teased
you no longer play with the other kids
afraid they'll laugh at your peas
you no longer identify with your own
yearning for golden locks
you no longer identify with your own
. turning from maned blocks
you no longer see the beauty of your BLACKNESS
denying your heritage for what's about your head
you no longer see the beauty of your BLACKNESS
hating the nature of your dreds
so i keep searching for profound words to speak of your plight
to discuss why you wear your hood so tight
to justify reasons why your mother cut off your hair
leaving your BLACK buoyant soul
empty and bare
how i wish-your mother could see
how her scissors clouded your reality
how her scissors forced you into a haughtiness womb
making your ashamed/ness your new BLACK/less tomb
but she can't see-she can't understand
the nature of her dreds have driven her mad
when called on her actions
she said
she said
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10 little fuck ups
that's what i got
but i'm not gonna continue
to live fucked up
food, clothes and shelter
is all i'm responsible for
i'm not gonna hand out-no more
no more
I won't give any love
cuz i can't get none back
i can't give no time
less time for crack
and me
can't hand out no respect
they ain't got none for me
can't give up no care
no one cares for me
no one cares for me
so yeah
i cut her fuckin' hair
so what
i ain't combing that nappy shit in the morning
cuz i can't get up
early
why does e\·er'body want somethin' from me
why don't someone call one of their father/s
to take responsibility
so not I-search for profound words to speak of our plight
to discuss why WE wear our hoods so tight
to justify reasons why WE cut off each other's hair
leaving OUR today and tomorrows bitterly bare

Cherry B. McCutchen
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saturday night --the smaller
Just lookin out of the window
Watching the asphalt grow
thinkin how it all looks hand me down

GOOD TIMES, GOOD TIMES
Keepin your head above water
makin a wave when you can
temporary layoffs

GOODTIMES!
Easy credit ripoffs

G{X){)TIMES!
Sufferin and survivin

GOODTIMES!
Hangin in a jury

GOOD TI-MES!
Ain't we lucky we got em?

GOODTIMES!!
In between
Mommy's knees
yellow plastic
chair cuts grooves
in my
behind feet
wrapped round cold
steel legs arms
wrapped round warm
Mommy thighs
please keep
your head
down
Mommy says but
the comb is
fast it
lands on my scalp
cuts my head
in lines one
two
then four then
pulls
lifts me up
up
then down up
up
I said
to keep
your head
down
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Mommy says but
the chair is
hard i'm too
big for it the
comb is strong it keeps pulling me up
up
and GOOD TIMES is on
"Baby,

I love you"
the daddy says
"Ahhhh"
the audience says
wait, what's
happening I say
my eyes stretch
quiet like
through my brain and
out my ear
Sit
sti II
girl
Mommy says but
the grease is
cold her
fingers run
down my scalp
in lines one
two
then four the
grease is
cold it
spread
through my
roots
like a york
peppennint patty
melting in m
mouth
"Thanks Dad, 11
J.J. says
the audience says wait
what's happening I say
my neck stretches
real slow so slow
Mommy
won't notice
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you want
stars ,
I'll show you
stars

Keep
your ass
still
Mommy says
the comb is
eating my
hair lift
pull
then down lift
pull
th.en down Mommy's
fingers
are whispering
they are moth's
wings she is
weaving
I'm a
blanket
then down lift
pull
then down i
press my ear
to Mommy's thigh
I am listening
I am floating
then sinking
lower lower
with each
braid

"KJDDY-NO-MITE!"
J.J. says
AHHAHAHA
the audience says wait
what's happening
WHAP!

Ill bet
you'll stay
still now
Mommy says
there is a
ringing
stinging
where the comb
bites

i keep
my head
down lift
pull
then down lift
pull
then down
there's tightness round
then down
my head then more
then down
more and more
then down
lift pull

then down
the comb eats

then down
Mommy weaves

then down
the moths leaving
their nests among
my roots I hear
them whispering
their wings
are rustling
they fly

saturday night -- the larger
I am holding
onto something
Willie holding
tightly Willie
where
are you?
GCDDTIMES
lord please
folks got
all that
bad and
talkin' bout
good they
must be
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fools they
must be
fools .
I am tired
tired bad not
even done yet
tired all day
Where is he?
What's he gonna
tell me this time
where is he?
Where you been
this time
I'll say
Or maybe not
maybe this time
I won't say
anything
Maybe this time
I'll be like her
Maybe this time
I just won't ask
She keeps looking
for the tv
and I want her
to be still I
want to rest I
want to know.
I am holding
onto something
holding tightly
Willie holding
me softly me
brushing lips soft
Willie where are
you?
He's gonna come
back stink and
sorry softly
Willie brushing
me like wings soft
and sorry.
Willie, I'll say
Willie, the kids need things.
Willie, l 'll say
Willie, they didn't ask to come here

Willie, I'll say.
I am holding
softly softly
I am rooted where
are you?
Willie, I'll say
Willie, don't you love me?
Willie, I'll say
Willie, did you want me
Willie, I'll say
Willie, don't make me leave,
I swear I'll leave
Willie, where are you?
He's gonna come here
stink and sorry he's
gonna watch me
watch me holding
watch me making
do with nothing
he 'II be sorry
stink and sorry
don't you do this
dammit willie!
She keeps tryin
to watch this tv
I should tum
the damned thing off
She keeps tryin
tryin to see things
I'm so sorry,
honey sorry
see me making
see me holding
I am rooted
softly softlyhelp me Willie
deeply Willie
I need Willie
love me Willie
Willie come home.

Nadya Lawson
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Ultra Sheen
I though it strange
that he could do this and
mommy couldn't.
He was the one who
could make me feel beautiful
i nevah thought he could make me fell
beautiful
but he did every Sunday
mommy and jean
said i was too young to get my hair
permed
i was "... too young for all those chemicals," they said
i nevah thought he could make us feel
beautiful
but he did every Sunday
every Sunday i would watch
Sharon and Sharline
sometimes even Deanie
sit in
His chair
When i asked
He said Granny taught him
i thought he was lying
until
one Sunday daddy old me to gel him
the jar of yellow Ultra Sheen.

stacey DA WES
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Frontiers
When he put the comb
to my hair
I became a galaxy
black
everwinding
everchanging

From crown to nape
the roads he combed
loosened the Milky Way.

The roads he parted spilled the milky way,
and where he combed briskly,
suns fell to slumber
in my folded arms.

As he descended
supernova confessed,
their ghosts
collapsing
into my cradling arms.

He parted paths
to see what he could see
with each touch
he tickled,
and made goose bumps
the size of planets

His charted paths
unveiled my galaxy.
With each comb parting
goose bumps professed,
bursting with planets.

He slid his long fingers down
three parts,
sank deep
pulling up
plaiting ropes
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He slid his skilled fingers
down my pyramidal scalp,
braiding up over and under
shooting stars
careening comets
roaming meteors.

His braiding
lured me into cosmic trance
Planets new and old
suns shown but never told

danced
and made communion with his hands.

I saw
planets reeling
supernovas blaring
star ice dashing
reaching and rushing from my eyes
out of my scalp
to make communion with his hands.

He
made a universe
of braids woven with
ice shingles,
pearly planets and flaming meteors
dancing below as beads.

He wove my hair
with the skill of God,
made a universe,
of braids
decorated with dancing galactic children
all in disarray.

My hair feeling really cosmic,
my soul feeling really cosmic,
my scalp, the instrument for conjuring.
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My hair being really cosmic,
my soul being really cosmic,
and to think,
my scalp the instrument of conjuring

He created a myriad of braids
spanning antennae
reaching
joining
the comers of our worlds, our universe

And when

And when

I tried

I tried

to speak,

lo speak,

moons

moons

fell out

fell out

of my mouth.

Ofmy mouth.

Tanya Manning
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The Main
swinging
through the ropes
of my hair
are
the jewels of many
lifetimes
slender fingers
touch the interwoven
strands
hold the cowrie shell
adorned mane
breath flows
like a breeze
dancing over
rippling water
ever moving
through the ropes
of our hair
are the jewels
the sweetness
of you
cradles the locks
that have become
a meditation
embedded within each
strand
joyous moments
prayerful challenges

and
your slender fingers
holding the
cowrie adorned locks
the jewels are
swinging in
the ropes
of my hair
Druis Beasley

To Annoy By Constant Confidential Solicitations

the hair monitor of this
domicile has a rusted
stool she sits us on
we tower above earwigs in cement cracks
out back we get scalps
scraped .. .secrets in?
secrets out? dandruff
in an earwig's mouth

Mama Comb calls it
creeping crud does Daddy
first/it's all in the fist
about the teeth it snows
she likes to see him shake
likes to rake those flakes

her song's disgust she delights
in the mounds of white/comb's
teeth talk something secret-nsweet an earwig scratching some
internal itch-me-baby/Mama
Comb disguises joy loudly

Ball boy the brother just gets
shaved clipper close/does he
like how knicking scolds unfold
sitting still in her rusted stool
unobtrusive as a bawling wimp
my own crud's 'round the cowlick
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I wear in cowardice 'til I grow
in a different direction/Mama's
cursing my straight and stringy
she can't shave 'cause I'm a girl
she's swearing by vinegar -n-mayo
old days it'a been urine-n-sperm

comb mediates her fierce care
I feign painlouch-o-happy
antagonism/earwigs get down
sure it's an honor when I'm given
the comb given her head she said
harder/I learn gingerly/if I find

that comb will it tell me what
words its teeth worked then
I want to sing that song when
I dig my scalp patch that don't grow
hair no more tiny crown I keep
opening so as to hear persistence

Lori Anderson
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The Girl
She was a pretty brown-skinned girl
A pretty brown-skinned girl but her hair
her hair was
long, wavy her
long hair waved at me from
two plaited pony tails that hung
down to her chest
and ended in red ribbons
Her plaited pony tails pranced in
rippled red ribbons that
hung down
to her chest and she
Was a pretty brown-skinned girl with long wavy hair in
plaited red ribboned pony tails that
pranced down to
her chest
Her red rippled ribbons matched her red checkered dress.
The red ribboned plaits matched her
red checkered
dress and she was
Pretty, brown-skinned which
peifectly set off her pretty
brown eyes
and she was
Kneeling in a brown pew, brown
palms pressed in prayer
pressed up
to the heavens
brown eyes pointed up to the heavens too, she
Was kneeling in a brown pew, pressing
her eyes praying her palms
pointed to heaven
She was kneeling in a brown
pew, praying in a
calendar that was
hanging
over my bed on a nail, she was kneeling
Praying with her red ribboned plaits prancing and her
palms pressing her
eyes pointing
in a pew on my calendar on my wall over my bed
Under her picture read "Fulton Family Memorial Funeral Home."
She looked like she was praying but I knew
Oh she looked like she was innocent with her
red ribbons and red
checkers and
eyes and palms pressing. pointing up to the heaves

long plaits prancing, waving in that pew but I knew what she
was doing,
really.
I knew that she was really thanking God I
knew what she was doing she was gloating really she was
thanking God for making her
pretty, brown-skinned with hair
Long enough to plait long enough to ribbon long enough to
Prance on her chest she was thankful to look like her and not
like me and I
watched her
Every night I watched her praying, gloating really
being thankful for her long wavy hair that pranced even though she
was pretty brown-skinned but
she was pretty, thankfully and
Not ugly like me and I watched her, every night sitting in that pew
sitting in that calendar sitting over me gloating, not praying and
I watched her thanking, praying and I
Watched and prayed too.
I watched and prayed to look just like her.
Oh I knew she was smug in that pew pretending to pray,
but gloating really
thanking really thanking
God that she was brown-skinned and not black
like me and thanking God for hair that was long
no picky, wavy not
nappy oh I knew she was
Thanking God for what she had but I watched and prayed I
watched and prayed I pressed and pointed to what she had
too I watched and
wanted all that she had
too .
Nadyal.Awson
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Congregation
Every other week they meet at Ms. Mae's
They have no names
kin Icy
straight
loooooong
short ...
dubee, wrapped
relaxed or straightened
it doesn't matter.
At Ms. Mae's through all the chattering and amening
where one ends and another begins
They weave their tales into existence.
During the pressing of hair and
application of the "Dark and Lovely"
They recognize each others
trials
and tribulations
Every other week at Ms. Mae's
you "done growed ten feet high jus' listenin'"

stacey DA WES
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put your hands in it
put your hands in it. run your fingera through the thick branches hold onto
them, grab them and feel me surge through your fingera. caress the scalp
that is the earth of my locks. feel me moan and sigh
run your fingera through the thick strands that pulsate with life, seek each
out and intertwine with each other like we are now body to breathing body
feel the weight of them, these locks.

Druis Beasley
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J'alme tu 3
Here and there
do your strands of hair
like rays of ebony sunshine
ascend the sky of my mahogany chest.
The cream of your cheeks
gently brush upward.
Hands of milk
seep between the mountains
of my bent thighs,
forming rivers I cannot control.

Tanya Manning
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Pure Joy
there she was
sitting on the balcony
with a sun suit on
a sliver bracelet on each wrist
grinning with pure joy
her hair was braided in the back
but the top
was sticking up where she has picked it out.
the picture
captured her at 23 months
she was happy feeling secure.
her mother told her that was the time
she was defying her father
but you would have never known it.
or may/be you could.
after all
her hair was undone on the top
wild and free.
and she was grinning in the sun.

Druis Beasley
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